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Combinations- Good
for Marriage

a) Reference:
Chapter-4 Jaayabhavfalam

1. If Benefics are placed in the
7H then wife will behave in
accordance with native ; if
only Jup & Ven are placed in
7H then wife will be very
lucky & talented

2. If sat & Moon are placed in
7H and 7L aspects 7H from
anywhere then wife will be
very beautiful & will have
many sons

3. If Sun & Moon are placed in
6H or 12H then native will
have only one wife and one
son

– Praveen Juneja
– Monika Jain

Various Factors & Combinations as adjudged
by MaanSaagri-in reference of Marriage

Combinations- Bad
for Marriage

a) Reference:
Chapter-4 Jaayabhavfalam

1. If malefic is placed in 7H then
native's wife will be ugly and
of sinful deeds

2. If there is Mars in 6H, Rah in
7H and Sat in 8H from the
lagna then wife of the native
will be very short lived

3. If Mars is placed in Lag,4H,
7H, 8H, 12H then native's
spouse will die at early age.

4. If malefics are placed in the
lag then native will have fair
complexion; devoid of
strength;disrespected and
will be involved in infidelity.

5. If birth is in Gandhant(
Tithi;Nakshatra;Degree) and
Sat in Lag in Malefic sign
with Ven in 7H without any
benefic aspect then native's
wife will be barren

6. If malefics are placed in 12H
or 7H and Moon being in 5H
then native will be devoid of
wife and son / will usually be
unmarried
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7. If Sat is placed in 7H and
there is Shadvarga of Mar
with aspect of Sat & Mar
both then native's wife will
be characterless and native
himself will be fond of other
women.

8) If Ven & Mer are placed in
7H then native will be devoid
of wife always and if this duo
is aspected by benefics then
after destroying all his
property he will marry a
woman who is nonattractive
and will not behave in
accordance with him.

9) If malefics are placed in 7H
or 8H from lag or Moon
then wife will be short lived
and if Sat or Moon are there
in 7H then can marry a
widow woman

10) If 7H has only Mar placed in
that then native will be
devoid of woman and if sat
aspects this Mar then native
himself will die soon; If Sun
also aspects Mar then will
die with a painful disease.

b) Different Planets
when placed in 7H - Bad

Sun He will be devoid of the
feeling of rest of all the
pleasures

Moon If afflicted then will be
devoid of happiness
from woman and wife
will be diseased

Mars If debilitated or enemy
sign then wife will give

b) Different Planets
when placed in 7H - Good

Sun Native will have all kind
of pleasures with his wife

Moon If unafflicted then native
will be lord of glorious
Lady and himself has
beautiful body.

Mars If in Aries, Scorpio or
capricon then have only
one wife
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death-like pain but if in
own or exaltation sign
then unstable natured;
evil hearted and ugly
wife

Sat Wife will be short lived
and have so many
diseases

Rah If with no. of planets
then wife will be
characterless ,has harsh
speech and hostile
behaviour.

Ket If in scorpio then pain
from wife and son

c) Miscellaneous
Combinations - Bad

1) If Mars is placed in 4th sign
from Moon then spouse will
die much earlier than native.

2) If Mars be placed in 7H from
Moon then wife will be ill
tempered and bad

3) If Sat be placed in 7H from
Moon then due to death of
wife; native will undergo
multiple marriages.

4) If Sat & Moon are placed in
the same sign then native
has relationships with older
women; will be flirtous and
go to prostitutes.

5) If Mars & Ven be placed in
the same sign then will
always have liasons with
other women.

6) If Moon is exalted then native
has to bear seperation from
women

7) If Sun, Mer & Ven are placed

Mer If in the sign of benefics
then wife will be from a
very noble family

Ven Wife will be from a very
decent family and will
never be of quarrelsome
nature

Rah If alone then will have all
physical pleasures with
wife

c) Miscellaneous
Combinations - Good

1. If Sun is placed in the 7th
sign from Moon then native
is blessed with good wife.

2. If Mer be placed in 7H from
Moon then native will be
totally in control of his wife.

3. If Sun & Ven are placed in
the same sign then native
will spend his time with many
women & will have gains
from them

4. If Jup & Ven be placed
together in a horoscope then
native is blessed with decent
wife

5. If Mer is debilitated in a
horoscope then native is
blessed with good, beautiful
& smart wife.

6. If Jup is debilitated then he
will have all kinds of pleasures
from a nice wife

7. If Sat is debilitated then he
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will feel extremes of
happiness from women

8. If Sat & Moon are placed in
Lag and Ven be in 8H then
native has more sensual
nature & his wife wil be very
good looking

d) Different Lords placed
in 7th House - Good

Lag L Wife will be of great
morals & dharmic nature;
looks older than her age
but of very glorious &
dignified appearance.

2nd L Wife will be very
materialistic but saves
money

3rdL Wife will be very fortunate,
of good morals and will
die before the native.

4th L If Benefic then wife will
take good care of  his
father-in-law
If this 4th lord is Mar or
Ven then wife will be of
noble character

5th L Many beautiful sons; wife
will also be very decent
and soft spoken.

6th L If malefic then Wife will be
of non accommodating
nature and quarrelsome;
very dominating

9th L Wife will be truthful,very
beautiful, of nobel
character, religious minded
& very lucky

in the same sign then native
will feel very desperate by
the sepaeration from women

8) If Ven is placed in the 12th
sign from Moon then native
will have liasons with other
women

9) If Moon is placed in b/w Sat
& Ven then native will marry
a woman elder to him

d) Different Lords placed
in 7th House - Bad

2nd L If this 2 Lord is a malefic
then wife will be barren

3rdL If malefic then wife will
have relationships with
younger brother-in-law

4th L If malefic then will  disobey
her father-in-law;

6th L If benefic then wife either
will be barren or will have
tendency to destroy/abort
her foetus.

8th L wife will prove
troublesome and if this
8th lord is a malefic then
native will be jealous of
wife and her discreet acts
may cause his death.

12thL If benefic then will die
because of his wife; if
malefic then because of
prostitutes
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e) 7th Lord in different
houses - Bad

2H Does not have good spouse;
spouse will only be
interested in male progeny;
maintains illicit relationships
in knowledge of native

3H If 7th Lord is malefic then
wife has loose character ;
may have relationships with
his younger brother

6H Enemity & seperation from
wife; ill wife; if 7th Lord
malefic then due to
excessive sexual activities
problems to the native

8H may not even get married;
spends time with
prostitutes

9H If malefic then native may
be impotent

10H Not good for marriage
12H Characterless wife

10th L Wife will be very good
looking, accomodating
and fulfills all his wishes

11th L Will have only one wife

e) 7th Lord in different
houses - Good

Lag Native will always love his
own wife & never be
attracted to other women

4H Wife will spend more time
in her father's home than
native's home

7H happiness from marriage
9H Good Wife; happy

relationship b/w two
11H Will leads to good resuls in

marriage; good religious
wife


